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	Key Features

	
		Learn responsive web design and discover how to build mobile-ready websites with ease
	
		Find out how to extend the capabilities of Bootstrap with a huge range of tools and plugins, including jQuery
	
		Do more with JavaScript and learn how to create an enhanced user experience



	Book Description


	Want elegant, powerful, and responsive interfaces for professional level web pages? You’ll need to get to grips with Bootstrap, the simple front-end framework designed to support your development of dynamic sites. With this gentle and comprehensive tutorial book you’ll learn everything you need to know to start building websites with Bootstrap in a practical way. Get stuck in as you discover the principles of mobile-first design to ensure your pages can adapt to fit any screen size and meet the responsive requirements of the modern age. Go hands-on with Bootstrap’s grid system and base CSS to ensure your designs are robust and beautiful, and that your development process is speedy and efficient.


	With nothing more than a simple grasp of HTML, CSS and JavaScript, you’ll know everything you need to know to explore concepts such as components, jQuery plugins, and other unique features that make Bootstrap amazing. Take advantage of the great wealth of third-party resources, themes, and templates created by the huge and passionate Bootstrap community by getting to grips with the potential of the Bootstrap technical hub. Use JavaScript to enhance the experience of users of your website by doing more with Bootstrap plugins. Throughout, get practical experience as you construct a kickass and current interface for an e-commerce website project.


	Learning Bootstrap is the essential resource you need to streamline your web design experience and customise Bootstrap to allow your own creativity and imagination to show through on the pages you create.


	What you will learn

	
		Empower yourself with Bootstrap’s mobile-first paradigm for create elegant responsive sites
	
		Customize Bootstrap to work for your individual needs right from installation
	
		Integrate LESS and get familiar with Base CSS to make your web pages beautiful
	
		Get hands-on with Bootstrap’s grid system and custom components for building robust and responsive pages
	
		Discover jQuery plugins for improving the user experience of your Bootstrap site
	
		Explore and implement the wealth of resources available for building with Bootstrap through the Bootstrap technical hub
	
		Put theory into practice by constructing an e-commerce site using modern web development techniques



	About the authors


	Aravind Shenoy is an in-house author at Packt Publishing. An engineering graduate from the Manipal Institute of Technology, his core interests lie in technical writing, web designing, and software testing.


	Ulrich Sossou is an experienced software engineer and entrepreneur with a passion for solving problems. He enjoys helping individuals and businesses frame difficult issues in ways that foster the emergence of the best outcomes for them and/or their businesses.
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Handbook of Research on Wireless Multimedia: Quality of Service and SolutionsInformation Science Publishing, 2008
The recent rapid advances in wireless technologies have created a demand for high quality multimedia applications and services. These advanced multimedia applications give rise to a new set of challenges in providing Quality of Service (QoS) when delivering these services over wireless networks.
The Handbook of Research on Wireless...
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The Use of Forensic Anthropology, Second EditionCRC Press, 2009
This book is written for medical examiners, coroners, and other law enforcement officers who are responsible for conducting death investigations. Forensic analysis has become and will continue to be a complex and highly specialized field of study. No longer can the lone investigator take on the responsibilities of doing all the work of recovery,...
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Women Leaders at Work: Untold Tales of Women Achieving Their AmbitionsApress, 2011

	I was seven years old when my mother showed me her most treasured jewels. Taking my hand in hers, she walked me through the giant oak doors of our town library where she showed me the Orange Books, biographies of historical men and women of achievement. Certainly, there were far fewer books of women than men, but there they were—women...
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Windows Mobile Game Development: Building games for the Windows Phone and other mobile devicesApress, 2010

	Gaming on the move has become very popular over recent years. With the arrival of the Nintendo Gameboy, people realized that they could take their games with them, and as technology has become more sophisticated these games have grown too, encompassing complex game mechanics, advanced 2D and 3D graphics, and engrossing stories and game worlds...
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Enterprise Information Management in Practice: Managing Data and Leveraging Profits in Today's Complex Business EnvironmentApress, 2015

	Learn how to form and execute an enterprise information strategy: topics include data governance strategy, data architecture strategy, information security strategy, big data strategy, and cloud strategy. Manage information like a pro, to achieve much better financial results for the enterprise, more efficient processes, and multiple...
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Programming in Visual Basic 2008McGraw-Hill, 2008

	The author team of Julia Bradley and Anita Millspaugh remain the guiding light in Programming with Visual Basic 2008 for countless students around the world. How better to master the most popular object-oriented programming language than to use the bestselling textbook? Be at the cutting edge of technology with examples, feedback questions, and...
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